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Modern Periodic Table 



The history of the periodic table 



The periodic table, circa 1940 



Making new elements by simple reactions 

•  The first man-made transuranium element, neptunium, 
Z=93 



Making new elements by simple reactions (cont.)	  

•  The second man-made transuranium element, 
plutonium, Z=94 

The announcement of the discovery of Pu 



Making new elements by simple reactions
—the role of chemistry	  

•  The discovery of elements 95(Am) and 96 (Cm) 



Making new elements with 
nuclear weapons	  

•  The synthesis of elements 99 (Md) and 100 (Fm) 



MIKE 

Samples of the bomb debris were collected on filter papers by aircraft flying through  
the mushroom cloud 



Using heavy ion reactions to make 
new elements—The Berkeley era 

Albert Ghiorso Glenn Seaborg 



Synthesis of elements 101-106 
•  Making elements one atom at a time 
•  254Es + 4He256Md + n 



The problem 



The Solution—The Darmstadt Era 
•  “Cold Fusion” Reactions 
•  Bombard Pb or Bi with heavy ions—the 

resulting species are borne “cold” –with 
low excitation energies—they survive 
better  

Peter Armbruster Sigurd Hofmann Yuri Oganessian 

Gottfried Munzenberg 



The end of the “cold fusion” path 



“Hot fusion-The Dubna Era”	  

Yuri Oganessian 



The limits of the periodic 
table 

•  Can this go on forever?   NO!! 
•  Nature puts a limit on the size of the 

periodic table, related to the relative 
strength of the electromagnetic and 
nuclear forces. 

•  The limit is about 125 elements. 



The End of Chemistry 
•  Does the Periodic Table have limits?  

YES!! 
•  At some point (Z~122) all the electron 

energy levels of adjacent elements are 
similar so that there are no differences 
in their chemical behaviour. 



Superheavy elements 



Why are the “inert” gases inert? 

•  They have full shells of electrons 
•  Full electron shells →stability 
•  Important exception:  A professor at 

UBC discovered many years ago that Xe 
could form chemical compounds with the 
very reactive element F. 



Are there nuclei with special stability? 

•  Nuclei with full shells of neutrons and 
protons. 

•  Shell model of the nucleus 
•  Special stability associated with 2,8,20, 

28, 50,82, 126 neutrons or protons.  
(These are called the “magic numbers”) 

•  Where is the next proton magic 
number? 



The “Island of Stability” 





Chemistry Apparatus 



Chemistry of Element 112 



Chemistry of element 114 
•  3 events observed at Dubna by PSI group, 

corresponding to 287114, 288114, and 289114 
from 48Ca + 242,244Pu.  Deposition 
temperatures were -72 (Au), -85(Au), and 
-128(ice).  Conclude that element 114 seems to 
behave like a very volatile metal, with very 
weak interaction with Au – even weaker than 
element 112. Most likely gaseous at ambient 
temperatures. 





How do you make heavy nuclei? 
•  Starting material 
•  The latest synthesis of a chemical 

element was the synthesis of element 
117 via the reaction 249Bk(48Ca, 3n)
294117. 

•  The two-year experimental campaign began with a 250-day irradiation in HFIR, 
producing 22 milligrams of berkelium-249, which has a 320-day half-life. The 
irradiation was followed by 90 days of processing at REDC to separate and purify 
the berkelium. The Bk-249 target was prepared at Dimitrovgrad and then 
bombarded for 150 days at the Dubna facility.  



How do you make heavy nuclei?	  
•  Particle accelerators 

•  Intense particle beams are needed.  
Cross sections are ~picobarns, which 
means one makes 1 atom per week. Cross 
sections as low as 32 femtobarns have 
been studied (1 atom/year) 



How do you make heavy nuclei?	  
•  Separators 







Why use RNBs for producing new 
heavy nuclei? 

•  Longer half-lives of products enable more detailed atomic 
physics and chemical studies. 

•  Lowered fusion barrier due to n-rich projectiles allows 
lower E*. 

•  Higher survival probabilities for n-rich products. 



Stable Beam Cold Fusion Reactions 





Cold fusion 





“Window to new n-rich heavy nuclei” 
•  There is a “window of opportunity” for making new n-

rich heavy nuclei using RIBs.  The “window” is defined 
as a region where the cross sections and beam 
intensities lead to the production of > 10 atoms/day 

Accelerator	   Window	  

RIA	   103-‐110	  

SPIRAL2	   103-‐108	  

FRIB	   103-‐107	  



Atomic Physics and Chemistry of 
the Transactinides 
>10 atom/day list 

 265Rf     252Cf(16C,3n) 
 266Db     252Cf(19N,5n)  
 268Sg     252Cf(20O,4n)  
 268Bh    248Cm(25Na,5n) 
 264Lr     248Cm(19N,3n) 



Unanticipated advantage of 
RNBs	  	  

W. Loveland, et al.,  PRC 74, 044607 (2006) 



Damped Collisions—A new path 
to the superheavy nuclei? 

•  Zagrebaev and Greiner have predicted that damped 
collisions (such as 232Th + 250Cf, 238U+238U, 238U
+248Cm) might produce new n-rich isotopes of Cn. 

•  Surrogate for this reaction is 160Gd + 184W.   
Because of difficulties in studying the damped 
collisions of the heaviest nuclei, it has been 
suggested to study this surrogate reaction. 






